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CONSCIOUSNESS IN
WESTERN AND INDIAN PHILOSOPHY

SANKARADEVA AS A PIONEER
OF WELFARE ECONOMICS

Govind Bhattacharjee1

Chandan Sharma
Deptt. of Economics, Morigaon College, Assam

DG (Eastern Region), Office of the Comptroller &
Auditor General of India, New Delhi-110124

ABSTRACT : While science attempts to explain consciousness in terms of the
electrochemical properties of the brain cells or neurons, philosophy, both oriental
and occidental, assert that consciousness is the ultimate reality and that the
external reality is constructed by and exists only in consciousness. Different
systems of philosophy deal with the subject of consciousness differently, but all
concur in the primacy of mind over matter. The paper discusses the exploration of
the subject of consciousness by prominent western thinkers during eighteenth to
twentieth centuries including Rudolf Steiner, Jean Gebser and Immanual Kant. It
then goes on to describe the treatment of consciousness in ancient Indian
philosophical systems like Advaita Vedā nta, Sākhya, Yoga and Buddhism, before
attempting a synthesis between the ideas propounded by science and philosophy.

Keywords : Advaita Vedānta, Ātman, Buddhism, Consciousness, Phenomenology,
S ākhya, Yoga,
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ABSTRACT : Now a days economists are more concerned with welfare than
mere economic growth. Higher rate of economic growth is meaningless if it fails to
translate the standard of living of the majority of the people in the society. Along
with economic growth, problems like illiteracy, unemployment, income inequality,
gender inequality, poverty, pollution, non-sanitization, use of alcohol, drugs and
tobacco etc. must reduce for a prosperous and peaceful society. Sankaradeva
(1449-1568) was the leader of neo-Vaishnavism in Assam. He undertook massive
reformative activities for the well being of his fellow people. His main objective
was to increase the standard of living in the society. Sankaradeva only used
religion to confine the people within a domain of welfare activities. His thinking
and areas of reforms were very much close to the activities of present welfare
economists. The present study aims to identify the areas of welfare where
Sankaradeva gave emphasis like the present day welfare economists.

Keywords : Growth, Reform, Sankaradeva, Welfare.
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READING A SENSE OF ENVIRONMENTAL
CONSCIOUSNESS BEHIND T. S. ELIOT'S
APPLICATION OF AN INDOLOGICAL
OUTLOOK IN THE WASTE LAND

DEVELOPING SATTRIYA AS A PERFORMING
ART FORM : THE CHALLENGES

Tanuja Bora
Bedika Bhattacharjee

Dept. of English, Swahid Peoli Phukan College, Namti, Sivasagar, Assam

Dept. of English, Gauhati University, Guwahati - 781 014
ABSTRACT : While numerous scholarships on Eliot over the years have taken
into account the use of Eastern Philosophy and Religion in his poems and have
tried to unearth the implications from their own perspectives, in this paper the
attempt is to read Eliot's use and application of the Indological outlook in The
Waste Land as bearing an ecological or environmental consciousness. What has
been considerably focussed in the present essay is the scope of environmental
associations which texts like the Brihardarnyaka Upanishad and the Buddha's Fire
Sermon held. The fact that Eliot used these Indological treatises in his poem The
Waste Land is to a great extent suggestive of the point that he wanted to arrive at
some kind of spiritual outlook that was absent in the modern world and situation
and which he believed was the root cause behind the most destructive happening
that human civilization had ever seen-The Great War.

Keywords : Buddhism, Environmental consciousness, Hinduism, Indology,
philosophy, religion.

ABSTRACT : It is more than seven decades now that Sattriya, the half a
millennium old devotional dance of Assam entered the proscenium stage as a
performing art. Nevertheless, in view of the enormity of resources of the dance
and its aesthetic brilliance, development of Sattriya as a performing art is not
very encouraging. Only a little portion of the massive resources of Sattriya
dance and music has been exploited so far by the composers and performers in
their creative endeavoures. Dearth of a codified text of the dance style poses a
serious problem for the composers aspiring to explore its inexhaustible resources.
Furthermore, as Sattriya is a living tradition, slightest deviation from the set
patterns are viewed as distortion of the dance form and consequently,
innovations and experimentations often raise criticism. As growth and
development of any art form considerably lie in innovation and experimentation,
Sattriya too cannot dispense with such dynamism. A new and dynamic approach
with a sound orientation of the distinctive features of the dance form is
necessary to strive for its aesthetic enhancement while keeping its purity intact.
The paper examines the journey of Sattriya as a performing art , discusses the
challenges of its development and proposes a three-tiered agenda concerning
codification, a modern method of training and some moorings on exploration
of the resources of Sattriya dance and music.
Keywords : Challenges, Performing art, Sattriya
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WOMEN CONSCIOUSNESS : RABINDRANATH
AND VICTORIA OCAMPO
Sumitra Dutta
Premtala, Silchar - 788 004, Assam

ABSTRACT : Many believe, Tagore's empathy towards women stems from his
sense of responsibility, given their bearings in the society at that time. In recent
years Prof. Doris Meyer of Connecticut College, USA and Ketaki Kushari Dyson
have tried to hint 'a little laxness' on that front. Possibly, dearth of apt resources
has led Prof. Meyer to that deduction. Dyson on the other hand, has put forth some
instances /examples to drive home her point. She even opined that, Tagore's outlook
on women had taken an avant-garde turn once he bumped into Victoria Ocampo.

The backdrop of this paper is to seek truth of this claim. Was not Tagore
compassionate and committed enough towards women's woos and woes? Was he
really concerned enough about aspirations or carp about aspersions cast against
them? How was he accountable towards social prejudices? Aren't some of his
mentions and cautions about modern, liberated women quite orthodox? Is it all
petals and no pebbles? And finally, does Tagore really owe his progressive insight
on Feminism to Ocampo?
This write up is an odyssey to unravel the truth— an honest attempt to dissect
Dyson's claim and arrive at a black and white conclusion, about grey area backed
by quotes and paradigms.
Keywords : Consciousness, Feminism, Tagore's tryst
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RAMESHWAR'S SIBAYAN FROM STYLISTIC VIEWPOINT :
A REFERENCE TO THE CONCEPT OF SHIVA

Lily Haldar
Dept. of Bengali, Jadavpur University, Kolkata - 700 032

ABSTRACT : Rameshwar Bhattacharya was one of the popular writers of
seventeenth century of Mangalkavyadhara, especially 'Sibayan' or 'Sibsankirtan'. In
this paper 'Sibayan' has been analysed from the stylistics view. Medieval Bengali
Literature has traditionally been analysed from social-political-economic view, but
the stylistics view is way different, Stylistics mainly focuses on the structure of the
text. Stylistics is a western idea emerging in the middle of the nineteenth century.
It needs no saying that Rameshwar Bhattacharya, poet of Medieval Bengali
Literature, did not follow the idea of stylistics while he wrote his kavya. Although
there were many different writers who wrote in the same time-span of medieval age
of Bengali Literature, yet they followed a particular and common pattern. Even
then Medieval Bengali Literature bears some individual and contemporary
characteristics found in every poetic work written by different poets. Rameshwar
Bhattacharya's 'Sibsankirtan' is not an exception. Traditional rules of
Mangalkavyadhara are followed in 'Sibayan'. The different exponents of stylistics –
phonological style, morphological style, semantical style and the uses of imageryornaments have been discussed and analysed in this research work.

Keywords : Sibayan, Stylistics
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CONCEPTION OF ENVIRONMENT
FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF ATHARVAVEDA
Kabita Hazra
Department of Philosophy, Assansol Girls' College, Assansol - 713 304, West Bengal

Dhruba Acharjee
Burdwan University, Golapbag, Burdwan - 713 104, West Bengal

ABSTRACT : Contemporary issues of global warming, ozone depletion etc.,
have taken the focus on environmental protection to a new paradigm. Right
from the Vedic age, to the modern day, the importance of environment remains
unparalleled. The competence of civilization in the bygone era to penetrate the
veils of nature led them to paganism, unlike the present times. Thus reflecting
the attitude of early Aryans towards environment during the Vedic age. In the
present paper, an effort is made to unfold the concepts of Environment as
encrypted in the Atharvaveda.

Keywords : Atharvaveda, Environment, Vedic Study
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CONVENTIONAL RHETORICS OF
THE POEMS OF NEELAMONI PHUKAN
Mridul Sharma
Dept. of Assamese, D.H.S. Kanoi College, Dibrugarh, Assam
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A MUSICAL ANALYSIS OF BORGEET IN THE
CONTEXT OF INDIAN MUSIC
Lipika Talukdar
Department of Assamese, Radha Govinda Baruah College, Guwahati

ABSTRACT : Poetic expression is always based on words. As poetry is a
spoken performance, it’s language too is performative. Neelamoni Phukan is an
eminent Assamese poet of the postwar era. As a poet he always tries to
express the genuinity of his own experiences with different possibilities of his
mother language i.e. Assamese in his own style. By arranging words in his
own technique, he tries to give the reader the experience of different poetic
ornaments. Through the association of the words, his expression became able
to affect emotions of the readers in many ways. The words of his poems,
appear with new capacity of meanings along with colloquial and nongrammatical applications. Using the cultural convention and the cultural
history of the words, the poet creates Imageries and many conventional
rhetoric expressions. His poems achieve some unusual accomplishment of
words. This paper is an approach to traverse the field of words of Neelamoni
Phukan’s poems. Methodology of this study will be an analytical-empirical
one.

Keywords : Conventional rhetorics, poems, words
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Sanjay Kumar Saikia
Departmunt of Econmics, Radha Govinda Baruah College, Guwahati

ABSTRACT : ‘Borgeet’ is a special set of songs composed during the
late 15th and early 16th century by Sri Sri Sankardeva and his disciple Sri
Sri Madhavadeva. Sankardeva, the doyen of Bhakti Movement and Cultural
Renaissance, used Borgeets to spread Vaishnavism in Assam. Borgeets are
charactersied by Raga, Tala, Local tunes, Time Theory etc. This form of music
is more closer to ancient Indian ‘Dhrupad’ and ‘Prabandha’ style of singing.
Borgeets are most systematic and grammatical musical art of Assam and also
our valuable treasure. This paper is an attempt to analyse the musical
characteristics of Borgeet in the context of Indian Music.
Keywords : Borgeet characteristics, Indian Music
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